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From your Editor

A

nticipating change can be the stuff of crazy-making. But, of course, it depends upon what
is changing. Give a three- or four-year-old a couple rounds of Santa, and they are likely
to go nuts just before Christmas. I remember what it was like to have the draft hanging
over my head during the Viet Nam War—that sure didn’t feel like Christmas. Or when my four
years of Naval service were finished, we had little to do but anticipate during the two weeks it took
to cross the Pacific and come home— that felt much more like Christmas. Whether or not the
450 returning crew members of the U.S.S. San Jose actually experienced joyous Christmas-like
celebrations depended upon individual circumstances. Some had found military life to their liking
and shipped out again, with very little change— different crews and different destinations, but the
same life. Others completed their commitments and returned to families and civilian life— a much
bigger change.
The problem with anticipation is that our futures haven’t been written yet (even if you believe
they have been, we still can’t read them). We don’t know what’s out there. Thirty years ago I was
anticipating a great retirement and grandkids. Now I am divorced and starting over. And my adult
daughter is unmarried with no prospect of change.
On the positive side, anticipation and expectations are the structural timbers of dreams. I don’t
know about Disney’s idea of wishing on a star to make dreams come true; still, dreams are
wonderful things. Dreams are compasses for our lives. They identify and keep us focused on what’s
important to us. Great dreams lift us to new heights. Nightmares, on the other hand, bury us with
fear and cause us to hesitate rather than to move out and step forward with confidence. It may be
easier said than done, but we have the ability— the responsibility— to choose the direction we are
going to go. Wishes, prayers, and positive thinking won’t guarantee anything, but they absolutely
point us in the right direction. Our dreams have value and bear fruit only when we follow them.
Let us choose our paths wisely.
Dream big, my friends. Act on your dreams. Know that the universe is full of wonderfulness and
waiting for our engagement.
May your Advent be blessed,
Albert
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Notes from Nigel

E

xpectations: We all have them — lots of them! Perhaps this is because they come in so many
flavors. I expect that the sun will come up tomorrow (even if I can’t see it — this is the Pacific
Northwest, after all!).

I expect that my car will start (not everyone can say that).
I expect that the church will still be there when I drive up Honeymoon Bay Road.
All of these are routine — almost mechanical — expectations, ones that we take for granted.
There are also expectations about how people will behave. These are a little murkier. I might expect
that everyone will do what I think they should do (because, after all, don’t I know best?!). Or they’ll do
what they’ve agreed they should do.
And I might feel that others’ expectations of me aren’t reasonable (because I won’t do what they think I
should do!).
And there’s yet another category of expectations — Things we hope will happen. For us as people of
faith, this category is particularly relevant at this time of year. “Expectation” could be another word for
the season of Advent. Secular synonyms for that word include “coming,” “approach,” “appearance”—
words that basically mean something we are anticipating. Understood as a religious word, Advent is
specifically about preparation for the celebration of Jesus’ birth. But it’s more than preparation; Advent
is also about expectant waiting. We already have some expectations about the content of the event we
will celebrate: That it will be joyful, it will be good, and it will be important.
How do we prepare in a way that our expectations will be fulfilled? Each year I wonder about that
question. Perhaps it’s only in the journey that we discover what our reasonable expectations should
look like. Certainly, it’s only in the journey — together — that we have any chance of doing so!
May your Advent journey this year prepare you for the celebration of Christ’s birth, and may your
holy expectations be fulfilled!
Grace and peace to you,
Nigel
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Anne Katherine

I Don’t Want To

F

or many years I made the mistake of thinking, as a psychotherapist, that my clients wanted
most of all to be happy. Eventually I understood that what we want most is to have authority
over our own lives.

We want to choose— whether to live or die, to eat fries or broccoli, to walk or sit, to exercise or
vegetate, to have or not have a flu shot, when and if to leave an abusive spouse, when and if to leave
a soul-killing job. We may know the long-term consequences of a choice will go against us, but we
would rather take the harder road than an easier or more productive road forced by someone else.
That includes a road designed by a well-meaning therapist or loving parent or friend who sees the
way to a much better life. (And explains why our excellent advice is so rarely followed.)
Choice is one of the great empowering human freedoms, and we fight when someone tries to take it
away.
My spouse and I had a ridiculous argument last week. Even thinking about it makes me laugh.
Years ago, she gave me a jacket from Yosemite, knowing I love that place and that because I’d lost a
lot of weight, my other jacket, just like it, was too big.
Then I was given a volunteer staff jacket by my boss at Yosemite and I wear that jacket all the time.
That left two vacant identical jackets in the closet, pockets empty, differing only in size.
One day, Sherry asked if she could wear the smaller Yosemite jacket. I said yes. And year one, year
two, fast forward to year four, she is still wearing that jacket.
I mentioned, last week, that she’d gotten good use out of her gift to me. She said, “You gave me this
jacket.”
I said, “I said you could wear it.”
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She was upset. She thought the jacket was now hers. I was upset. I felt my release of the jacket was
not appreciated. Furthermore, the Homestead Act requires five years of possession. (See, I could still
argue that fight.)
Did I want the jacket back? No. Did I begrudge her the wearing of it? No. Would I give her the
shirt off my back? Yes. Did we fight about this subtle difference in meaning for 20 minutes? Yes.
How is this fight about authority and change? I’ll come back to this.
I’ve seen variations of this fight among other couples. “That’s my tea!” “No, it’s mine!” “You’re using my cup.” “You took the last slice!” This argument, among people who love each other and who
would share their last cup of water, split their last slice of bread, is about what?

SELF AUTHORITY
When I make my cup of tea, I’m controlling my destiny. Ten minutes ago, I didn’t have tea. Now I
do have tea. I have tea exactly the way I want it. Not too strong. Not too weak. Just enough honey.
If you take my tea, my immediate tea future is disrupted.
Even if you offer to make me another cup, the odds are that it will not be the perfect preparation
that I was counting on. My authority over my next moment of enjoying my tea has been circumvented. Because, really, how hard is it to make another cup of tea? How could that possibly be such
a cause of contention?
Many conflicts are, at heart, about interrupted authority, authority that feels snatched from us. And
change in our world can interrupt our authority unless we are able to find a way to manage it.
We can have a large or tight boundary around what we believe we have authority over.
A mother’s boundary may have a large enough circumference to include everything about her children. This boundary gets challenged as a child changes into a teenager. Teens are wresting to themselves their own authority.
A husband may believe his boundary of authority circles the way his wife stacks the dishwasher. She
may disagree with the radius of his boundary and tell him to stack the dishes himself if he feels so
strongly about it.
Now what does this have to do with change?
A change that is imposed upon us will come up against our need to self-govern. When the nation’s
government directs change that weakens or strengthens our personal authority, it matters.
Access to health: When the government supports our health by making healthcare accessible
for everyone, we gain self-authority. A sick population has not the strength to choose well for itself. In survival mode, we have to go for the short-term goal, rely on the forceful person, however
untrustworthy.
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Access to education: An educated people understand the process involved in seeing deeper into
critical issues. They can discriminate between bluster and substance. They can remember previous
consequences and how to avoid or re-ignite them. They know how to research. They can suss out
manipulation. These skills promote self-authority.
An uneducated people are vulnerable to manipulation, and can, unknowingly, abdicate self-authority by believing spin.
1. Thus, a principle with regard to change has to do with its impact on our authority over our
own lives.
A good example of a change that had impact far beyond anyone’s expectation is the avalanche
launched when the Internet became publicly accessible.
I doubt anyone imagined that the popularization of the Internet would lead to unregulated commercialism, Amazon, and the death of small local businesses.
I remember celebrating the first stirrings of the Internet as a way to stay in close touch with my distant friends. I never imagined it would interrupt me constantly or require ongoing vigilance against
clutter, intrusion, and theft.
Theft of time is a casualty of the Internet, and to regain authority over our own minutes requires
learning how to set and maintain boundaries around incoming stimuli, social media, cookies, bots,
junk email, and spyware.
Change challenges us to perceive threats to our personal authority and take steps to safeguard it.
2. A second principle regarding change has to do with too much difference.
We could rank everything in the world on a continuum between exactly similar to extremely different— to me. If everything we encounter is exactly similar to ourselves, it becomes boring. But
there’s a line and over that line is too much difference.
When a community wants change, everyone in the community will stand somewhere on the continuum between that change being similar enough or too different. If a sizable portion of the community falls past the line of too much difference, the community will be in conflict. And the extent
to which this change affects each individual’s sense of personal authority will determine the heat of
the conflict.
The issue of gun control is a vivid example of that continuum and just how intense the conflict can
be. The degree of intensity is based on which aspect of personal authority is threatened for each side.
When we see massive loss of life, heartbreak for parents who lose children to a school shooting, we
want regulations on the sale of certain weapons. The most basic form of self-authority is to not be
killed. Close to heart is also having enough authority to prevent danger to or to protect loved ones.
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But the Second Amendment is also about personal authority. In fact, the entire Bill of Rights and
the Constitution itself are all about safeguarding appropriate authority.
A problem with a majority rules system is that a 49% minority comprises a sizable portion of threatened people on the “too much difference” side of the continuum.
When we look at our national political situation, the election of our current president revealed that
a sizable portion of the population found the recent changes toward inclusion, choice, and attention to climate change to be too much difference (and a threat to aspects of personal authority). A
female— even a principled and intelligent female— was an icon for that excess difference, so she
could be defeated by an unprincipled, cunning, and undisciplined man who ranted about walling
out too much difference. (It didn’t matter if a wall between the US and Mexico would be a literal
wall. It was a powerful metaphor for people fed up with too much difference.)
Now, the other segment of the population finds the president carries too much difference, and again
a national voice is being raised (again through the ballot), a threat to incumbent politicians on the
old-school side. While liberal folk may celebrate the election of people (gay married woman, transgendered woman) who couldn’t even wear an “I am different” hat 15 years ago, this will undoubtedly create too much difference for many.
So, change in a nation or a community, even positive change, has to take into account where people will stand on that continuum and which types of personal authority will be perceived as being
threatened by it.
The minority voice always — always — holds something important to be considered. When that
voice is silenced, the community loses a significant portion of its wisdom.
In every community, there are silent members. They always hold wisdom, which sound and fury
can obscure.
So, back to that 20-minute fight over a jacket I didn’t want back. Why include that story?
In an intimate relationship— and this includes people working closely together in a church or
workplace— much of the conflict has at base some sort of subtle threat to personal authority. (“You
moved my stapler.” [I want authority over my own desk.] “You placed the altar cloth a millimeter
off center.” [I’ve been on the altar guild 35 years. My grandmother made that altar cloth. My greatgreat-great grandfather was a linen maker. I am the authority by right of succession.])
When you feel riled up, pause to consider how your own authority has somehow been challenged.
When we can identify the challenge or threat, determine how much it matters, and decide how
to handle it— whether to let it go, set a boundary, or take an opportunity to strengthen the relationship through direct communication— we take back our authority and the issue (and heat)
dissipates.
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Do I want to have apparently meaningless fights with my mate? Of course not. I would like to always be kind. Whenever I snap at her, I suffer. A three second sarcastic comment can cost me hours
of regret and angst because we all know, once a cutting comment has been made, you can’t take it
back. You can’t backspace over real life.
I would like to change.
This is the difficult human condition. We do what we would not want to do. We trample our very
best intentions.
We are fortunate, as Christians, to have been given a system that lets us repair mistakes: Through
metanoia, confession, repentance, eucharist, and the love of God, we can be cleansed enough to
keep going.
But metanoia is preferred, and changing ourselves, ah, there’s the rub.
We are wounded by our own behavior that hurts our loved ones. This is usually automatic behavior
(practically a reflex, bypassing thought), arising from a very young place that is difficult to recognize, let alone change. And that behavior is all about safeguarding personal authority, at whatever
cost.
To get into the process of changing those young patterns is beyond the scope of this article, but,
glory be, it is possible. And not even very complicated. And amazingly quick, considering that automatic behaviors have been reinforcing themselves (for us more mature people) for decades.
Just know now, that when you pause due to your own pain for causing a wound in another, do recognize that pain. Give space to it, and ponder. What got stepped on? What loss or feared loss was
threatened? See if you can detect what personal authority got challenged. When you free yourself
in this way, you’ll find energy for a genuine repair with your loved one, and you can approach your
Source with a true desire for metanoia.

Anne Katherine, a member of St. Augustine’s, is also an author and screenwriter. She has previously
worked as a psychotherapist. Find a process of change at www.1annekatherine.com or her books at
www.authoranne.com.
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Walking with the Celtic Saints

St. Kevin
of Glendalough
Ted Brookes

As Celtic Christian pilgrims, we recently had the unique spiritual experience of walking in the footsteps
of the early Celtic saints of Ireland and Wales. Many of these saints are little known outside of Great
Britain and Ireland, but each has made a profound imprint on our Christian faith. One such saint was
Kevin, the founder and first abbot of Glendalough in County Wicklow, Ireland.

Saint Kevin of Glendalough
Saint Kevin was born into a noble family in 498 at the Fort of the White Fountain. He was the
student of Saint Petroc of Cornwall, who had come to Leinster about 492. Kevin was ordained
by Bishop Lugidas, and following his ordination, he moved to Glendalough in order to avoid the
company of his followers. He lived as a hermit in a cave where he slept, conducted daily prayers,
and practiced meditation. The cave still exists and is known to the many pilgrims who visit it as St.
Kevin’s Bed.
Kevin lived the life of a hermit for seven years with an extraordinary closeness to nature. His only
companions were the animals and birds around him. Disciples were soon attracted to Kevin and
a further settlement enclosed by a wall— now known to pilgrims as St. Kevin’s Cell— was established near the lake shore. By 540, Saint Kevin’s fame as a teacher and holy man had spread far
and wide. Many people came to seek his help and guidance. In time, Glendalough grew into a
renowned seminary of saints and scholars, and the parent of several other monasteries.
Several years after firmly establishing his community, Kevin retired into solitude for four years, and
only returned to Glendalough at the earnest urging of his monks. Until his death in 618, Kevin
presided over his growing monastery in Glendalough, living his life in fasting, prayer, and teaching.
Kevin was canonized by Pope Pius X in December 1903. He is one of the patron saints of the archdiocese of Dublin. Saint Kevin’s feast day is June 3.
As early as the Middle Ages, Glendalough, with its seven churches (famously known as the Monastic City), had become one of the chief pilgrimage sites in Ireland. After 1500 years, Glendalough is
still the destination for thousands of pilgrims and visitors.
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Relax,

Mom &Dad

Rebecca and Brian Reid

F

rom the time our daughter was a baby, we faced each milestone
of independence with a bit of fear: Will she be okay? Have we
prepared her well enough?

Our relationship with Katie changed rapidly in recent years: From
sheltering her at home during high school, to sending her to the relative shelter of a college, to her moving away from home on her own
after college (with no real shelter from us).

Katie Reid
Our daughter majored in Sociology with a minor in Philosophy, with no clear career direction in mind.
(OK, both her parents received general degrees, but that was different, because it was we!). Worry gripped
us as we tried to cope with the realization that the odds were not in her favor. She went the way of her
father and became a generalist— a jack-of-all-trades and a master of none.
Given her degree choices, Katie’s change in life situation— from semi-autonomous young adult to fully independent adult— was not anticipated with jubilation. Our expectation was for a (potentially)
lengthy stay at home while she searched far and wide (on her laptop as she lay on the couch) for gainful
employment.
Fear made it hard for us to see the resourcefulness of our child. We had forgotten the time she had
showed us the speech she had been chosen to give to her entire senior class and their parents. She is a
good writer; we thought it was up to her usual high standards. It was a nice, safe, dispassionate speech
about her school career. We sat down with her for about five minutes to talk about life in college and the
dignity of risk, now that she was going out on her own.
The next day we went to the assembly. Katie had decided to take the risk. In the speech, she revealed
her vulnerabilities, and in turn recognized the vulnerabilities in others. She acknowledged that personal
bias had prevented her from seeing that the popular kids had their own hidden burdens and depths. Her
speech got a standing ovation. We fought back our tears; how did we raise such an amazing person?
As for our daughter’s post-college future, we knew that prospects for recent college graduates— especially
in the social sciences— were dim. “The underemployment rate is even higher. Around 44% of college
graduates ages 22 to 27 work in jobs that do not require a college degree.” (July 13, 2017 Forbes Magazine). We thought it was wonderful when Katie was offered a job at the Diocese of Olympia’s Camp Huston conference center. Among her duties, she creates and edits policies and procedures, works on a system
to track the number of meals served at the center, and hosts occasional sessions and in-service events.
(And as a break from all the brainwork, she enjoys operating the log splitter.)
We felt relief at the unanticipated opportunity in Katie’s life and, needless to say, are very proud of her.
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South Whidbey at Home:

Circle of Love
Lynn Willeford: President of South Whidbey at Home

T

he members and volunteers of South Whidbey at Home are very
clear about what they’ve gained from being part of this new program to help older people continue to live independently at home.

The member-based nonprofit has been serving people 55 and over, who live on South Whidbey
Island, since July 2016. For their annual $240/household fee, members get referrals to trusted businesses and invitations to social and educational activities. But the biggest draw is access to volunteers willing to provide rides, minor home repairs, light gardening work, tech help, social visits, and
more.
For those who no longer drive, SW@Home volunteers are real life-savers. The call managers in
our office are used to hearing from members that they wouldn’t be able to live alone were it not for
SW@Home volunteers taking them to medical appointments, grocery shopping, or various activities. Those rides turn out to be social events, with new connections made.
SW@Home volunteers take care of little things, like “honey-do” lists, or assembling IKEA furniture. Those small chores can make a difference, according to one member, who emailed, “M. took
care of so many little repairs in two hours. All those things are now fixed, and it changes my mood
and makes my everyday life so much easier.”
SW@Home provides a sense of emotional as well as physical support. Another member told us that
when she learned she needed unexpected surgery, “I could actually feel myself taking a deep sigh of
relief knowing I’m a member.”
It’s not just the members who benefit, however. Our volunteers love the work they do and the people they meet. One volunteer driver told us recently, “Volunteering for SW@Home has enriched my
life.” Another volunteer helped a dying member assemble a brief memoir, then watched with great
emotion as those stories brought that family together. Volunteers visit folks who might otherwise be
isolated, in at least one case bringing along a therapy dog.
St. Augustine’s Church has been supportive of SW@Home from the very beginning. If you’d like
to know more about us, check out our website www.swathome.org, give us a call at 360-331-1971,
or drop by our office at 1635 Main Street in Freeland. You might know someone who would benefit
from membership, or might want to volunteer yourself. We could sure use more drivers and fix-it
people!
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Mary, Did You Know? An Advent Meditation

Eileen Jackson

Mary, did you know that your baby boy would one day walk on water?
Mary, did you know that your baby boy would save our sons and daughters?
Did you know that your baby boy has come to make you new?
This child that you’ve delivered, will soon deliver you.
Mary, did you know that your baby boy will give sight to a blind man?
Mary, did you know that your baby boy will calm the storm with his hand?
Did you know that your baby boy has walked where angels trod?
When you kiss your little baby, you kiss the face of God.
The blind will see, the deaf will hear, the dead will live again.
The lame will leap, the dumb will speak, the praises of the lamb!
Mary, did you know that your baby boy is Lord of all creation?
Mary, did you know that your baby boy would one day rule the nations?
Did you know that your baby boy is heaven’s perfect Lamb?
That sleeping child you’re holding is the great I am.

I

was drawn to the study of care when I realized that it was the work of women everywhere to care for the most essential elements supporting life. Creating new life from
her own flesh and bone, birthing, nursing, caring for her children, carrying water,
grinding flour, keeping the house, tending the fire: All are vital to women’s work and the
least valued activities on the planet. The more I dug into the essence of care, I discovered
that care could be summed up in seven words: Kindly I nurture you in your living. The
ingredients of caring— whether a nurse log supporting new life, trees breathing, fathers farming, or
mothers cooking— are contained within those words. Sr. Ilia Delio’s (OSF) understanding of the Trinity
as the Lover, the Beloved, and the Breath of Love encompasses the same elements. This discovery tells me
that the configuration of Divine Love and Grace is the same as the most important activities of survival
and continuance of life; for me, it’s the message of Christmas. How are you experiencing the birthing of
Christ in you this Christmas? How are you helping to make whole in love this changing world?
“Christian life is a commitment to love, to give birth to God in one’s own life and to become midwives of
divinity in this evolving cosmos. We are to be wholemakers of love in a world of change.” Sr. Ilia Delio OSF
“We are a part of this ever-growing cosmic Christ that is coming to be in this one great big act of giving birth ”
Fr. Richard Rohr, OFM
References:
Ilia Delio, “Love at the Heart of the Universe,” “The Perennial Tradition,” Oneing, vol. 1, no. 1. (Center for Action and Contemplation:
2013), 19, 20-21. No longer in print. Ilia’s many lectures are available on YouTube. Her books are available on Amazon.
“Mary, Did You Know?” is a Christmas song with lyrics written by Mark Lowry and music written by Buddy Greene. If you haven’t
heard it, it is worth a listen on YouTube.
Richard Rohr, Christ, Cosmology and Consciousness (Center for Action and Contemplation: 2010), MP3 download.
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The Light, Lite
Chris Lubinski

A

The Minion Sisters

fter the demise of Turkey the rooster (another story), I realized I missed having a chicken or
two roaming the barn. Between the swallows that nest in the rafters and Turkey, we had NO
flies, much to the relief of the horse Spirit, the donkey Geneviève, and the
sheep, who do have names, but I won’t beleaguer you with all (18) of them.
Meanwhile, down in the hen house, I had added four chicks last spring, purchased
from Skagit Farmers Supply. The store didn’t have the usual breeds I like, so I picked
out two sex-linked colored chicks. The females had yellow fluff and the males had
black fluff. Two yellow chicks would assure me NO ROOSTERS (see rooster story). But they grow up to be all white hens. Anyone who knows me knows I don’t like
white— I don’t look good in white and I lived in white lab coats for 35 years. How
dull, I thought. The store also had Buckeye chicks. Since we’re from Ohio originally, it piqued our
interest. The breed was developed by Ohio State University (hear Jerry cheer). So, we got two fluffy
yellow with black-striped Buckeye chicks. If one turns out to be a rooster, we’ll donate it to the Soup
Kitchen in its acceptable form.
Back at the hen house, since Buffy— the old top-of-the-pecking-order hen— passed away during the
summer, my two year-old black hens and the now adolescent chicks were vying for pecking order rights.
It was a noisy place and the Buckeye hens wanted nothing to do with the tussle. Every time I came to
the gate they came running, with “Get us out of here!” written all over them. So I decided to move
them to the barn.
They didn’t protest when Jerry caught them and placed them in a dog crate. They actually sounded
happy-excited. I wheelbarrowed the crate with the Buckeye hens up to the barn. They rode like two
sightseers pointing out different sights to each other. We set them up in the stall (where I had incubated
them as chicks until they had their adult feathers) with a new feeder and waterer, a roost and nest boxes.
I kept them confined in their stall for four or five days. That’s when I really began noticing that they
didn’t talk like typical chickens. They murmured . . . in phrases . . . with inflection. I somehow got the
gist of what they were saying— like the kids can understand the little colorful Minion cartoon characters. So I started calling them the Minion Sisters. I don’t really know if they had the same mother, but
they came from the same incubator.
When I started letting them out in the mornings, the fun really began. “Good morning, Ladies.”
“Mur, mur-mur,” they both replied. The sisters had been out all day when I came into the barn to do
feeding chores that first evening. I figured I’d have to do a chicken round-up. But no; I called “Ladies!”
while I passed out hay and grain. I turned to go back to the feed room and WHOA! The littler hen (I
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The Light, Lite continued
named her Sophie) was right at my feet, tilting back to look up and make eye contact with me.
Me: “Oh! Hi there.”
Sophie: “Mur, muuur.”
Me: “Where’s your sister (Sarah)?”
Sophie: “Mur mur mur,” in the same inflection that a kid would say “I don’t know.”
Me: “Well, we have to find her. I need to lock you two in your stall for the night or the coyotes will get
you.” (Don’t lock ME up for explaining things to animals.)
At that Sophie exclaims “Muh!”, spins around and goes running down the side aisle to the sheep
pens shouting “Muh, muh, muh, muh!” Sarah appears on the other side of the gate and says
“Muh?” Sophie continues her excited murmuring and then Sarah starts echoing her. Sarah ducks
under the gate and both come running to their stall. They go in and start eating at their feeder,
both saying softly, “Mmmm.” I close their door, thinking no one is going to believe this! “Good
night, Ladies.” “Muh Mum.”
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The Beauty of God’s Creation: Our Legacy
Photo by Craig Johnson
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OP-ED It’ll Never Change
Nancy Ruff

I

t was mid-October and I was shopping for Halloween candy, pondering the annual question:
Do I get candy we don’t like— so we aren’t tempted to sneak candies before Halloween— and
hope all the new kids in our little neighborhood come to call? Or do I get candy we like, eat
too much before Halloween, and turn off the porch light? As I stood inhaling chocolate and leaning toward a no-porch-light Halloween, I became aware of a commotion in the next aisle. I made
my way slowly to the end of the aisle and realized the commotion was jingle bells and snorting reindeer in some new-fangled Christmas carol.
Whaaaa? A Christmas carol? I was just in Texas and it was 90 degrees! Even here in the Pacific
Northwest it was 60 degrees the previous day. A Christmas carol?! And then I started down the
aisle and was assaulted with wreaths, wrapping papers, Santa figurines, and twinkling lights. Then
when I got home I saw a Facebook photo of a friend’s already-lavishly-decorated church! A church
decorated before Halloween? Blasphemy!
I understand the merchants’ rush to Christmas— they make something like 40% of their annual revenue in the 30 or so days between Thanksgiving and Christmas; but c’mon! I suspect that
the reason I get my hackles up every year is because we have three big holidays (and Veterans Day,
which thankfully is not yet out of control) in 56 days— how crazy is that? Halloween is in a great
spot— once Labor Day is over, the costumes and candy rule the shelves with hardly a blip for Columbus Day. Christmas starts horning in a few weeks before Halloween and . . . what happens to
Thanksgiving? Not only is there very little discussion of the real reason we gather with friends and/
or family, but “Black Friday” shopping has encroached into Thanksgiving Day to battle it out with
football games. Thanksgiving suffers and it makes me sad because Thanksgiving is my favorite holiday of the year: The food! The friends and neighbors! The serious contemplation of our blessings!
In recent years, it seems that Thanksgiving skepticism (devious Pilgrims, noble Indians) has been
in the ascendancy. In searching the Internet, I learned that there are many historical references to
feasts of thanksgiving existing in both Eastern and Western cultures long before the early American
meal we call the “First Thanksgiving.”
But since 1863, Thanksgiving has been a national holiday for Americans, so here we are. And what
do I really want? I think the commercialization of Christmas in October, November, and December takes away from what I want to see in both Thanksgiving and Christmas— some serious affirmation of the real reason for both holidays at least visible among the hype.
I’m not a Pollyanna— I know it’ll never change. But at least at our house, I can continue to say no
to Christmas decorating or carols playing until after Thanksgiving.
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In-House @ St.Augie’s
These are the Appointed Festivals of the Lord

Churchapedia

Comments on Church Practice

Jim O’Grady

F

rom before history was recorded, human cultures were developing calendars to keep track
of the passage of time. Observations of the phases of moon and sun were the common denominators of such systems, which began with prehistoric structures and sometimes evolved
into mathematically-based reckonings. A calendar was one way for the ancients to impose a kind
of order on an uncertain existence and to exercise some sense of control over what was happening
around them.
For the Hebrews, the seven days of the creation account in Genesis became the week of their
calendar. From its origins, the Jewish calendar was based on religious observances. A year was
delineated by seasonal holidays and festivals, with their origins in other biblical stories: Passover,
Shavu’ot (Pentecost), Sukkot (Booths or Tabernacles), among others. Time itself was sanctified,
demonstrating God’s perpetual saving activity on behalf of the people.
For the early church, Christ’s resurrection was the core of what eventually became the liturgical
calendar. While there is no New Testament blue-print demanding or ordering it (witness how
different expressions of Christianity emphasize different feasts— sometimes on different days!),
the church year is built around the story of Jesus. The development of the annual cycle began
with the events of what we call Holy Week, and worked backward to the birth of Jesus. Easter
and Christmas then were the hubs around which a liturgical year became structured, eventually
comprising Advent, Christmas, Ordinary (“ordered” [counted], rather than “plain”) Time, Lent,
Easter, and a second cycle of Ordinary Time.

Christmas was observed on December 25th as early as the fourth century; by the fifth century, it was
being preceded by a four-week season of preparation. Referred to by some as a “little Lent,” Advent
initially had a penitential quality, with fasting and abstinence prescribed in some locales. These
practices received less and less emphasis over time. One reform of the Second Vatican Council was
to restore the spirit of Advent as a time of hopeful anticipation, rather than one of penitence.
Some strict Reformed traditions take the view that a liturgical year violates the belief that no
Sunday is holier than another, and that the Christian Passover should be celebrated perpetually, not
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Churchapedia continued
as an annual calendar event. But for many liturgically-oriented denominations, the church year is a
mode of enriching communal life. The colors, music, and decorations associated with each season
can inspire believers to celebrate the feasts of faith with greater vitality and rejoicing.
Advent wreaths, calendars, and devotionals may also add to the richness of the season which
commences our worship year. But the word itself— from the Latin adventus, a translation of the
Greek parousia, traditionally used for Christ’s second coming— reminds us that the season is more
than a starting point marked by familiar rituals. As St. Bernard reminds us, Advent is about three
comings of Christ: in the flesh in Bethlehem, in our hearts daily, and in glory at the end of time.

Stained glass representing Bernard. Upper
Rhine, ca. 1450
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SOPHIA SINGERS

CHURCH STAFF

Melisa Doss, Carole Hansen Coordinators

The Rev. Nigel Taber-Hamilton

EDUCATION FOR MINISTRY

Molly Felder-Grimm
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CHRISTIAN FORMATION
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December Calendar
EVENTS

BIRTHDAYS
1. Narcotics Anonymous 7P

ANNIVERSARIES

16. Grant & Jody Heiken, Bert & Mary Ann
Speir

2. Cabaret Concert Series, 7:30P
4. Cheryl Waide, Shirley Erb, Women’s Bible
Study 9:30A
6. Patsy Colton, Narcotics Anonymous 7P
7. Cleveland Riley, Colin Scott

17. Whidbey Island Community Holiday Concert 3P
18. Fred Ludtke, Haley McConnaughey
20. Kim Jones, Narcotics Anonymous 7P
21. Pandora Halstead

8. Lynne Scapple

22. Elaine Ludtke, Meade Brown & Laura
Valente, Bill Carruthers & Dr. Nancy Ruff,
Narcotics Annonymous 7P

9. Pete Snyder
10. Albert Rose, Joy Johnson
12. Gordon Stewart, Nettie Snyder

24. Christmas Eve early service 5P (carols
4:30P), Christmas Eve late service 9P (carols
8:30P)

13. Narcotics Anonymous 7P

25. Christmas Day service 10:30A

14. Vestry Meeting 4:30P

27. Anne Katherine, Narcotics Anonymous 7P

15. Melahn Murphy

30. Hannah McConnaughey

11. Laura Valente, Women’s Bible Study 9:30A

SERVICE SCHEDULE
Sunday

8:00 am Eucharist Rite I (followed by coffee/fellowship and Adult Forums)
10:30 am Eucharist Rite II (with music, church school & child care, followed by coffee/fellowship)
Monday
5:30 pm Solemn Evensong (with incense)
Tuesday

7:00 pm Quiet Time Meditation
Wednesday

10:00 am

Eucharist and Holy Unction (prayers for healing)
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Ted Brookes Presents

Adult Forums: December

D

ecember has arrived in all its wet, winter glory. I think the operative question we should
ask ourselves during this month is, “How are we going to approach and celebrate the holidays this year?” I, for one, am tired of the incessant noise of secular carols and constant
commercials, the bright, omnipresent Christmas lights and plastic Santas and reindeer, and the
compelling need to one-up our friends and family with card writing and even gift giving. Wouldn’t
it be more satisfying and spiritually uplifting if we reflected on Jesus’ birth, and how we might better follow his teachings? People are fond of saying, “If Jesus were here, what would he do?” I would
like to change the dynamic of that question. Perhaps, as Jesus’s disciples, we should ask ourselves,
“Given the state of the world, our communities, and our fellow citizens, what can we do to improve
the situation?” The best Christmas gift we could give, either individually or collectively, is to help
someone or some group that is in dire need of assistance.
Relative to the Sunday adult forum slate for December, I wanted to focus on our Bible study series
titled “Jesus and His Jewish Influences” as a means to better focus on the real reason for the season, and to gain clearer insight into the world in which Jesus was born. Therefore, the first three
Sundays of the month will highlight early Jewish history: The First Temple period, the exile in
Babylonia, the Jewish diaspora throughout the Middle East, and the return of some Jews from exile
to Israel. The last two Sundays will occur on holiday eves. Therefore, no forums are scheduled on
those dates.
Specific forum dates, subject matter, and presenters are provided below:
3 December - The Destruction of Solomon’s Temple. In this lecture, we will follow the history
of the kingdom of Judah until its conquest by the Babylonians and the destruction of Solomon’s
Temple. The foretelling of said destruction by earlier prophets foreshadowed Jesus’ prediction that
the Second Temple would also be destroyed. The Gospel accounts that describe conversations
between Jesus and his disciples about the end of days (as well as placing Jesus on the Mount of
Olives) draw on significant biblical traditions that are connected with earlier Israelite prophets. The
First Temple was destroyed by the Babylonians in 586 BC after they had besieged Jerusalem for 18
months. The Second Temple was destroyed in 70 AD by the Romans. Jesus predicted this when
he explained to his disciples, “Do you see the great buildings? Not one stone will be left here upon
another. All will be thrown down.” Ted Brookes presents.
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Adult Forums: December, continued
10 December - The Jewish and Samaritan Schism. By 586 BC, the Babylonians had conquered
the kingdom of Judah, destroyed the city of Jerusalem, and sent the inhabitants of Judah into exile
in Babylonia. This exile ended in 539 BC, when Cyrus, king of Persia, issued an edict allowing the
Jews to return to Jerusalem and rebuild their temple. In this lecture, we will survey the return of
exiled Judeans to Jerusalem under the Persians. This return from exile resulted in a split between
the northern and southern tribes of Israel. The former settled around the city of Samaria and established an alternative sanctuary on their own sacred mountain, Mount Gerizim, where they
eventually built their own temple and developed their own version of sacred Hebrew scripture, the
Samaritan Pentateuch. Significantly, this division comes alive for us in the New Testament with
Jesus’ parable of the Good Samaritan and the Gospel story of Jesus at the well with the Samaritan
woman. Ted Brookes presents.
17 December - The Jewish Diaspora and the Golden Rule. In this lecture, we will examine
the ancient Jewish diaspora communities in Assyria, Babylonia, Persia, and Egypt through literary
works such as the books of Tobit and Esther. We will conclude with a discussion of the Golden
Rule, a version of which appears in the book of Tobit. The exact meaning of the Golden Rule was
the subject of debate among Jews in the time of Jesus. Leviticus 19:16-18 says, “You shall not take
vengeance or bear a grudge against any of your people, but you shall love your neighbor as yourself.” Some Jewish groups and sects understood “your people” as referring only to other members
of their sect. Conversely, Jesus stated, “You shall love your neighbor as yourself,” and included even
one’s enemies among those who should be loved. Ted Brookes presents.
24 December - Christmas Eve. No forum is scheduled.
31 December - New Years Eve. No forum is scheduled.
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Vestry Recap October 2017
Approved at Vestry Meeting, November 9, 2017
Service Changes: In October there will be changes to the Eucharistic Prayers and other parts of the
service to foster more congregational participation.
Buildings and Grounds: Four trees and some smaller brush were removed from the grounds. The
bid from Jerry Beck to do electrical work was received too late for approval for work to begin in
October. The Vestry is looking at getting a second opinion for the work to be completed and considering seeking another bid for the project.
Celtic Pilgrimage: Sr. Warden Frank Shirbroun reported on the pilgrimage to Ireland and Wales.
Stewardship: The Stewardship Committee has completed the packet for parishioners and will have
inserts and testimonials about stewardship in the Sunday service programs.
Advanced Practice Nursing Services: Eileen Jackson presented a proposal for services to parishioners including medication management, medical advocacy, mediation, and consultation on in-home
care issues. The service would be billed hourly to the discretionary fund or as a service under Care
Ministry. The Vestry tabled consideration to examine various questions and concerns.
Permanent Patio Cover: The consideration of a permanent cover for the patio between the office
and Campbell Hall has been tabled while seeking bids for the project.
Monthly Financial Review: Treasurer Nancy Ruff reviewed the 9/30/17 budget report and noted
that several budget areas continue to be either over budget or may be overspent before the end of the
year. The Treasurer and Bookkeeper are still researching Mission Sunday Offering entries in the
parish financial management database to determine that all records are correct and to assure that
balances in the fund are correct. They have verified that all recipients received the correct donations in past years. The Treasurer also stated that the Budget & Finance Committee will meet in
November and noted that if we assume the same amounts of pledges this year, a balanced budget
will require a minimum 10% cut in budget expenditures for a budget which does not have a deficit.
Finally, the Treasurer reported that cyber-liability insurance has been added to the church policy.
Upcoming Events: Holiday Market Nov. 11; All Parish Dinner Nov. 16.
More detailed minutes are posted in the hallway off the Narthex after Vestry approval.
The next meeting of the Vestry is Thursday, December 14, 2017 in the Parish Hall.
Meetings of the Vestry are open to all parishioners.
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Mission Sunday Offering December 2017

Equestrian Crossings
Gail Corell

E

questrian Crossings (EqX) is a unique non-profit horsemanship organization based on Whidbey Island. A dedicated team of certified instructors and volunteers offers multiple-discipline
riding instruction for individuals starting at age 5. The horsemanship experience is adapted
to each rider, allowing able-bodied as well as disabled riders the opportunity to fulfill and expand
their dreams.
The 501(c)(3) program is member-run and member-operated, bringing together caring individuals
from the local communities and Puget Sound areas for fun, fellowship, and the common goal
of enriching students’ lives. Contributions to EqX support scholarship programs, continuing
education and certification for instructors, volunteer training, equipment upkeep, and business
costs.
Seeing the joy and excitement of riders who progress in health and ability, and the bonds that
develop between horses and humans, is why the creators of the program believe so strongly in it and
strive daily to develop it to its fullest
potential.
You’re invited to visit their
website for more information:
http://equestriancrossings.org
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J

ulien Rineman and his family (mom, dad, two sisters two dogs, and
one cat) live in Prior Lake, Minnesota. Carole Tyson is his Great
Grandma. He is excited about the Junior Naturalist program at his
school, WestWood Elementary, and wanted to share with you.
My name is Julien
Rineman. I want to
be in Jr. Naturalists
because I have loved
nature since the age
of 3. I love bugs and
different kinds of
animals. The ways I
help nature is I clean
up after my dogs and
I never litter. And I
clean up after myself
and other people. If
I see someone throw
trash on the ground
I pick up after them.
I also love to take
out the trash and
recycling when I
get home. And in
third grade I won
the citizenship award
because I stood up for
people. This shows
I’m a good role model
for Jr. Naturalists.
Thanks for reading.
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